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President’s Comments
Dear GBWHS Members
While the past few months have been trying on our organization I can assure you that operations are continuing as normal
with no change to our day to day focus on the preservation mission of the GBW and its affiliated lines.
Please do not hesitate to use the contact information to the
left, anyone listed will be able to help you or direct it to the necessary desk. Please continue to email to ensure an answer.
The GBWHS was pleased to see everyone who showed up for
the GBWHS annual dinner and for only the second time we bestowed honorary memberships to both Doug McGee and Robert
and Sylvia Hainstock ( Bob's Parents).
Look forward more special projects coming from the
GBWHS very soon that will surely fit nicely into your collection.
Also please remember the GBWHS whenever you run into
collections or other artifacts pertaining to the GBW. If you have
duplicate stationary or images feel free to send them to our
PO Box in Green Bay, Scan them and email them. Or We would
be more than happy to photograph or scan your artifacts and return them to you on our stamp. Remember this organization is
only as successful as you make it contribute today!
- Best Regards, Jesse J. Fameree

GB&W LINES EDITOR *

JOHN HAGEN
Help Is Needed
4017 S. SHANNON AVE
A new treasurer needs to appointed as soon as possible. If any
SAINT FRANCIS, WI 53235
readers
of this column have an aptitude for keeping financial re(414) 747-7532
cords
this
is a real opportunity to help this society advance. While
sprinthag@yahoo.com
you do have to be an active member of the GBWHS you do not
MEMBERSHIP & ASST. EDITOR
RANDY JACQUES have to be a member of the BOD nor a CPA.
If you are familiar with a particular financial program such as
jacques045-rr@yahoo.com
MS Money or Intuit QuickBooks we will provide the necessary
WEBSITE
gbwhs.org software (within limits). You will be given whatever assistance
needed for any tax filings by the BOD or outside personnel as
CONTACT US
information@gbwhs.org needed. If you can keep up-to-date personal financial records, file
P.O. BOX 12713 your own taxes and can keep organized, you have the ability to
GREEN BAY, WI 54307-2713 do this job. At first glance that may seem over simplified but I
know I cannot begin to meet those criteria. But there are those of
you reading this that can. .
We are moving our accounts to Chase Bank so there should
be
an
office near where you live. For ease of communication you
HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO GBW LINES
do
need
to have internet access. Please help
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on a
-John Hagen
disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written material is
not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed material can be
scanned into an editable document. Should you chose to send a
handwritten item, please remember that the editor (the old, weakeyed, hunt and pecking editor) must key it into a document.
Please keep such material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted by email
or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or jpeg files. I
can also use Photoshop (psd) or Corel PHOTO-PAINT (cpt) and
Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a resolution as you can, keeping
file size in mind. The higher the resolution the better the
reproduction in print will be. Use at least 150 if possible. Please
refrain from using bitmaps as they are huge and not easily edited.
You may send the original photos or other item to me for
scanning and I will return them using my stamp. If you have
questions on format or anything else regarding material you wish
to submit contact me by email, phone, letter, smoke signal or
whatever and I will be happy to assist you.
-John Hagen, Editor
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CORRECTION TO Vol 3 Issue 2
Ray Kucaba has informed me that his name is NOT
spelled Kacuba! If you remember, Ray supplied all the
great shots of the #305 working the boat train on April 19,
1983. Thank you Ray for the photos.
Dang, there goes my perfect record!
COVER PHOTOS
LS&I ore car photo by Ryan Anderson
GB&W “X” Door HO Box Car photo supplied by Westerfield
National Train Show photo by Randall Jacques

The above photo is
one I acquired several years ago. It is
unmarked in any
way. I have no idea
as to who the photographer is nor
where or when it
was taken. I’m
guessing it is at the
west end but….
John Hagen
Collection

This is what disembarking passengers
saw when leaving
the Badger.
Photo taken during
the last season of
boat operations.
John Hagen Photo
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MODELING AN LS&I/GB&W “HUSKY” ORE CAR IN HO
BY
RYAN ANDERSON

Left photo of prototype LS&I car #8530. Above Ryan’s
beautiful model of the same car.
Ryan Anderson Photos

Ryan Anderson originally published this article
in the Iron Ore Models yahoo group (http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/IronOreModels/) in
September 2008. Bob Hainstock first saw it
and asked of Mr. Anderson if he would allow
us to publish it in this newsletter, as it has obvious interest to GB&W modelers. Not only did
Ryan send me the article for publication but he
did a serious update on it first.
All photos & other illustrations are by Ryan
unless otherwise noted.

Above and left are photos taken in Green Bay.
The photos were probably taken in 1982 as they
look to be very freshly painted. That time frame
fits as I was visiting Green Bay rather often
around that time and always made to the various
rail yards during my trips.
Notice car 158 is coupled to the GB&W spreader
X190. For some unknown reason I did not get all
of the X190 in the shot. Shame on me.

Photos by John Hagen
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Drawings by Mark Simonson

Figure 1: LS&I Husky ore car (1:87 scale)

These instructions are intended to guide the ore modeler through kitbashing a Bachmann HO Bethlehem
coal hopper into a Bethlehem 'husky' ore car, as used
by the Lake Superior & Ishpeming and Green Bay &
Western.
1. BACKGROUND
The Lake Superior & Ishpeming ordered 100 'husky'
ore cars (8500-8599) from Bethlehem Steel in the
summer of 1964. These cars were distinct from the
other ore cars found on the Lake Superior region ore
roads at the time. They more closely resembled a
shortened hopper than a typical ore car. These cars
were designed to carry iron ore pellets, which in the
mid 1960's were rapidly taking market share from the
denser natural ore. They were equipped with a nontypical wine type door assembly that tended to freeze
shut in the winter. Due to this, the LS&I removed
these cars from service when the weather became
cold. In 1980, the Green Bay & Western purchased
25 of these cars from the LS&I. The GB&W used
them to haul ballast in maintenance of way service.
These cars continued to haul rock after the GB&W
was merged in to the Wisconsin Central. Today, the
LS&I continues to use its remaining cars to haul ore
pellets, and the GB&W cars can still be found in
MOW service.
2. CHOPPING
First, remove the trucks and couplers. Separate the
underframe from the body. Cut the body and under-

frame as shown in Figure 3 using a
razor saw. On the body, cut immediately next to the rib bolt flange. Discard the sections marked with an 'X.'
After this step, you should have the
parts shown in Figure 4.
3. FURTHER DECONSTRUCTION
First, strip the paint. 91% rubbing
alcohol will remove the paint in
about 15 minutes. Next, break or cut
off the air reservoir and reposition it
Figure 2: Bachmann Bethlehem hopper
so that it is longitudinal with the car
Bachmann Industries Photo
(reference Figure 4). Remove the
truck bolsters. Sand or file the cut edges on the body parts so they fit flush and are the proper length (reference Figure 1 to determine
car length). Cut the slope sheets from the center piece and discard, leaving the sides.
OPTIONAL: REBUILD GRABIRONS
Use an X-Acto chisel blade to remove the molded on grabirons. Remove the 4 vertical ladder supports from the ends of the sides
(leave the two on the ends) (Figure 5). Sand the surfaces as smooth as practical.
4. RECONSTRUCTION
Begin reconstruction by filling in the slope sheet holes and sides with putty (white spots on Figure 6). Sand the putty smooth after it
dries. Glue the body together, keeping the parts aligned (turn the car upside down on a smooth, hard surface). Glue the underframe
halves together and to the body (Figure 7).
5. HOPPER CONSTRUCTION
Cut out the underframe covers per parts drawing. Glue these above the center sill running through the hopper, matching them up
with the stubs on each body end (refer Figure 11 on pg. 10). Cut out the hopper sides and ends per parts drawing. Glue them to the
body as in Figure 8. While you are waiting for the glue to dry, begin filling in the gaps in the body with putty. File and putty the
hopper edges once the glue dries. File the bottom of the hopper ends flat. File the hopper sides down about 0.6mm [0.025in] for the
hopper door to sit in. Fabricate the hopper rails, gate, channel beams, and rods per parts drawing. Glue the rails to the hopper ends,
then glue the channel beams to the rails. Use the gate rods to span the two channel beams. Once the glue dries, slide the gate in: the
chamfered side goes up so that it doesn't get stuck on the hopper. The door can be glued shut or left as is so that it can slide open.
See Figure 9 for construction details.
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CUT LEFT OF RIB

CUT RIGHT OF RIB

FIG. 3 - CUT TO FIT BODY (APPROX. 53mm
FROM END)

Figure 4: Parts after cutting

7. FINAL FABRICATION
OPTIONAL:
REBUILD
GRAB
IRONS
Manufacture the ladder supports per
parts drawing. Glue them to the car as
shown in Figure 10. Drill holes for the
grab irons (ref grabiron mounting
drawing). Bend the grab irons as shown
in parts drawing (alternative: use preformed 18 inch grab irons). Note that
the bottom grabiron on the right side
Figure 5: Grabiron Removal
should be the drop type, but I used a
regular one. Glue grab irons in place.
Cut the interior bracing per parts drawing. Bend a droop in the middle of each
wire to represent years of having rock
and ore dropped on it. Install per mounting drawing. Putty and sand any remaining gaps.
8. PAINTING
Wash the car with warm soapy water to
remove any fingerprints or putty dust.
Prime it, and fix any gaps, rough spots,
broken parts, etc. after the primer dries.
Paint it whatever color you feel like; it's
probably going to be a custom paint mix.
Figure 6: Putty Locations
Both LSI and GBW cars suffered from
fading and repainting in off-colors throughout the years. Decal the car (see step 10 regarding decals).
9. FINAL ASSEMBLY
Install couplers of your choice. Drill a new hole for mounting trucks on the outside of the bolster: the current hole is too far inwards.
Install trucks (see step 10). Weather the car; I used acrylic craft paints and authentic ground ore dust.
10. FINAL NOTES
It is important to note that this car requires 5 foot wheelbase trucks to properly run. Trucks with a larger wheelbase will work, but
the wheels will grind on the hopper bay. I found the Eastern Car Works trucks to be a reasonable stand-in; however, it appears that
these are now discontinued. I know of no other 5 foot roller bearing trucks.
The other issue is decals. As previously mentioned, there do not appear to be any decals for GBW or LSI original lettering. The
Champ decal set has most of the required lettering for the modern LSI scheme (which was apparently applied to cars in the 1970's or
1980's). This is what I used on the cars I built. At the time this is being written, there is a distinct possibility that Champ Decal will
close and stop selling these decals.
The main issue with using the Bachmann hopper is that the rib spacing is incorrect. The outside ribs are too far inwards, and all the
ribs should be equally spaced. It's not too noticeable, but might affect lettering (particularly 'FOR PELLET LOADING ONLY' on
the LSI original lettering scheme).
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Figure 7: Reassembled body (note spacer in
the center sill; I accidentally cut it too short)

Figure 8: Hopper construction
Figure 9: Hopper gate construction
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THANKS
-to Darin Umlauft, for the original idea of bashing a
Bachmann hopper
-to the late Mark Simonson, for the car schematic
-Ryan Anderson 2008 (updated 2010 April)
EDITOR'S NOTES
Green Bay and Western decals for this car are available
from Don Manlick. (dmdecals@tm.net )
5 foot Bettendorf trucks are included on the new
Walthers Gold Line ore cars. These would likely work
but as of now are not available separately.

Figure 10: Grabiron mounting

Figure 11: Puttied interior

Figure 12
Final car
with Interior
bracing installed
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TRAIN OPERATIONS ON THE KEWAUNEE DIVISION
By
Dan Luedke 11-1-09
With the brake test complete, you would leave the ferry
yard with your train and stop out by the downtown switch.
When the east wye was still in you would cut your train off
there. Hanging on to your "36" proper cars you would pull
over the west switch and then shove downtown. After doing the downtown work, you would come back up to the
main line with your cars and pick up your train. You could
then turn your engine on the wye if needed.
You were now train #1. You could not leave the Kewaunee yard limit board before the timetable time of 12:45
p.m. and not arrive at Norwood before 2:05 p.m. If because
of an early morning call you were ready to leave Kewaunee
before 12:45 p.m., the dispatcher would annul #1 from Kewaunee to Norwood and run you as "Extra 310 West". This
did not happen very often. #1 normally would depart Kewaunee mid to late afternoon.
The trip back to Green Bay was usually nonstop. Going
west, the hardest pull was coming up to Casco Junction and
again at Luxemburg. If you had a lot of loads in your train
such as cement hoppers, coil steel cars, clay slurry tank
cars, hoppers and tanks of chemicals and only one engine,
it would slow you down on these two grades. #1 also handled the Ford auto parts in 50', 60' and 86' boxcars. Loaded
tri-level and bi-level auto racks also came across the Lake
on the A.A. New Holland farm machinery such as combines, balers and hay bines were seen quite often on 50' and
60' flats cars. Gons of steel pipe, I-beams and sheet steel
were also fairly common. Empty GB&W boxcars that went
across days before as loads were returned by reverse routing.
When arriving at the Summit, the speed was reduced
from 45 mph to 30 mph because of curves and the downhill
descent to Haevers. The yard limit board was just east of
Danz Ave. and there was always a chance of switch engines working the cheese house area at Haevers. The CNW
had an afternoon yard job over the river and the GB&W
had two jobs in the area. Once again, cars could be blocking the main line at Haevers and the Quincy St. paper mill
area. The Fox River Bridge could be open for river traffic
and the CNW could have a train leaving or coming in to
their yard over the diamond near Broadway tower. At
McDonald there was almost always a GB&W job or two
working the area. When you got to McDonald you would
call the dispatcher or trainmaster at Norwood and ask
where to yard the train. If the new wye was clear, they
would usually have you leave your train there. If you had
24 cars or less, the entire train would fit. If you had more
than 24, you would have to double some into the yard. If
both the old and new wye had cars on them you would
have to come around the east leg of the wye and then shove
your train up into the yard from the Oakland Ave. end. Af-

ternoons at Norwood yard could be very hectic and track
space was at a minimum.
After yarding the train, the head brakeman would take
the engine or engines to the roundhouse tracks and tie up.
The conductor would make the final tie up time and everyone was released from duty to go home.
TRAIN #2 AND #3: "THE NIGHT KEWAUNEE
JOB", 1968 ERA
By timetable schedule the earliest eastbound #2 could
be ordered at Norwood was 7:30 p.m. However, the call
time for #2 hinged almost entirely on the arrival of inbound
#2 from Wisconsin Rapids. The majority of the boat cars
came in at night from the west and could number anywhere
from 40 to 80 cars. An "on time" call of 7:30 p.m. did happen if inbound #2 was early. From my experience though,
the normal call time for #2 was between 8:30 and 9:30 p.m.
The big factor remember, was to get this train to Kewaunee
by midnight to save the GB&W another 24 hours per diem
on all of these cars.
The procedure for the night crew was the same as the
day crew. You would get two or three fresh engines from
the roundhouse and bring them around to the old wye.
Rarely did the engines from inbound #2 go through to Kewaunee. If they did, you would change crews at 12th Ave.
Boat cars that originated in Green Bay would be on the old
wye with caboose 608. In the late '60s, caboose 608 was the
last wood-sided bay window red caboose left in service. It
was assigned to the night Kewaunee crew. As I remember
it was in very good condition and was a warmer caboose in
winter and quite a bit quieter to ride in than the yellow steel
cabooses.
When inbound #2 from the west arrived, they would
leave their train up by the Milwaukee Road diamond between Oneida and Fisk St, if they had 50 cars or more.
They would cut their engines off up there and take them
down to the roundhouse and tie up. That would happen if
they were early and eastbound #2 wasn't called yet. If they
had 40 cars or less, they would pull the caboose just over
Oneida St. and leave the train between Oneida and Oak St.
Sometimes they would have to cut at Oak St. and pull a few
cars over the crossing. Eastbound Kewaunee Division #2
would just back up from the old wye and get the train at
Oak St. and go.
However, if #2 left their train way up by the Milwaukee
Road diamond, the 2:30 yard job would go up there and
couple up and then would pull down to 13th Ave. when the
night Kewaunee job was ready to go. The switch engine
would cut the train off at 13th Ave. and get out of the way
as the night job backed up from 12th Ave. and coupled up.
They would then pull out and the rear brakeman and conductor would board caboose 615 or 616, whichever one
was on the rear end from Wisconsin Rapids. Occasionally
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inbound #2 was late enough that they would pull the entire
train themselves down to 13th Ave. and cut if off there. Kewaunee Division #2 would have to be ready to go; otherwise all the crossings from 13th Ave. to Oneida St. would
be blocked. A normal Kewaunee Division #2 could have 60
boat cars from Wisconsin Rapids and 20+ boat cars from
the old wye for a total of 80+ cars. I do remember going to
Kewaunee one night with 117 cars, though that was not too
often. The biggest share of boat cars that came in on #2
from the west came from the Burlington at East Winona,
although the empty tri-level, bi-level auto racks and 86' hycube boxcars came from the Milwaukee Road at Winona.
There also were covered hoppers of flour from Red Wing,
Minn. that came over the Milwaukee transfer too.
There was a CNW-CGW transfer at Winona also and I
assume there were boat cars picked up from them occasionally. At the East Winona Burlington transfer, most of the
boat cars picked up there were boxcars and flat cars of lumber from the Pacific Northwest to go across the Lake. There
were a ton of 40' and 50' GN, NP, SP&S, UP, SP, and Milwaukee lumber cars. There were gons and flats of telephone poles, large granite blocks and aluminum bar stock
and ingots. The road crew on #2 normally would not line
up a boat car block at Winona or East Winona. The train
was brought "pile run" to Wisconsin Rapids. At Wisconsin
Rapids a yard job would switch the train, getting all of the
boat cars together. There was also a block of boat cars that
originated at Wisconsin Rapids. This block consisted of
mostly Consolidated paper from the Rapids mill and the
Biron mill plus other industries. When #2 left the Rapids,
all of the boat cars were in a block just ahead of the caboose. At Plover they picked up another block of boats
lined up by the Plover way freight. These boat cars consisted of more paper from the Whiting-Plover mill, empty
clay slurry tank cars, canned goods from Del Monte and
other loads from the Plover area. Finally #2 would stop at
Manawa once in awhile to pick up several boat cars of butter and milk powder from A. Sturm Co. These were lined
up by #5, the Green Bay way freight. (During the Vietnam
War, A. Sturm Co. had a contract with the U.S. Government for these products).
Consolidated paper and perishables were always top
priority to ferry as soon as possible. Once again, the boat
cars that were on the old wye and originated in Green Bay
were mostly cars of paper from the mills, or that came off
of the repair track, or the Milwaukee Road transfer. With
80 to 100 cars and three engines, it was a slow grind up to
the Summit, but a heck of a ride around the curve through
Luxemburg at 45 mph. Because #4 did the way freight
work, #2 was nonstop from Green Bay to Kewaunee. Just
east of New Franken, switchman Joe Spangler's uncle
would give us a highball with a lantern, in turn for a couple
of short blasts on the whistle. We usually went through
Footbridge about 11:30 to 11:45 p.m. and a tavern there
would flip its outside lights on and off in return for a
highball on the whistle also. Normally we would arrive at
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the Kewaunee yard limit board at 11:50 to 11:59 p.m. and
the conductor would book the cars to the AA and C&O as
interchanged before the midnight hour, saving the GB&W
another 24 hours per diem. The yard limit board was located just west of the curve through Lutz's cut.
When you arrived at the ferry yard, if you had 40 cars or
less you could pull right down to clear the south runaround
track by slip #1, cut off your engines and runaround your
entire train. However, in the late 60s, early to mid 70s, #2
would have 75 to 100 cars almost every night. With that
size train you would usually head down #9, which was
clear and still lined from the day Kewaunee jobs departure.
You would pull right down to the end of the track near the
depot and stop. The conductor and rear brakeman would
get off the caboose, which was still way out in the country
west of the Hwy. 42 overhead. The engineer would then
start backing up the entire train. The head brakeman would
drop off the engines by #9 switch and when the engines
cleared the switch he would line it back for the lead and
then walk down the lead toward slip #1, lining any other
switches that were wrong. In the meantime the conductor
and rear brakeman were walking up toward the engines
while the train was backing up. The conductor would have
his train list all figured out and knew where he wanted to
make his cut. Using the radio he would stop the train
around the Hwy.42 overhead and make the cut. He would
then tell the engineer to go ahead and pull the train down to
slip #1. The head brakeman would be down by the clearance point by then to cut the engines off and bring them
around. The conductor and rear brakeman would then bleed
the air off of the cars as they walked up so the train could
be switched out.
Once again the AA loads and empties and C&O loads
and empties were put on the proper tracks with cars that
were left from previous trains. In this group of cars was the
608 caboose and this was put on #9 track and would be the
rear caboose back to Green Bay. Usually by this time there
would be at least one boat docked, possibly two. The 2nd
boat would be docked at slip #2, which was west of slip #
1. Slip #2 was not a favorite to use, as it came off of the
runaround track and to unload and load the boat you had to
pull the whole train through the crossover switch to get to
or from the yard. That amounted to more time and longer
shoves.
After picking up some idlers off of #3 track, you would
handle the boat at slip #1, putting the cars from the boat on
#9 with caboose 608 on the rear. Sometimes after the 1st
boat was loaded and departed, the 2nd boat would move
from slip #2 over to slip #1. While this was happening, the
train crew would pull in and switch out some more of their
train from out in the country. The cars off the 2nd boat were
put on #8 track. When the 2nd boat was loaded and departed, it was usually around 4:00-5:00 a.m. Sometimes a
3rd boat was on its way and be due at Kewaunee around
6:00 a.m. The dispatcher would have to decide if he was
going to keep you there to handle the 3rd boat, or call #4

early at Norwood. More often than not, you waited for the
3rd boat. If the rear of your train was still out in the country,
you would go get it and switch it out. If your train was all
switched out, sometimes the operator would drive you
downtown for breakfast at the restaurant which opened at
4:00 a.m., or when the 3rd boat arrived, you would go up on
the boat for breakfast while they were unloading passengers, autos and trucks. C&O always had a great breakfast
menu. After the 3rd boat was handled, you would put your
idlers back on #3 track and double your train together. If all
three boats were full loads, you could have around 75 cars.
Most times though, you would have around 50-65 cars, as
not all of the boats would have a full load. The time now
was probably around 7:30 to 8:00 a.m., and if you went to
work at 9:30 p.m. the night before, you could be getting
close to the hours of service law by the time you got back
to Green Bay. Until 1971, you could work 16 hrs. and then
it went to 14 hrs. In about 1973 it changed to 12 hrs. 16 hr.
and 14 hr. days did happen when it was legal, but these
were man killers. Most railroad men were happy to see the
12hr. law go into effect.
For the return trip to Green Bay, you now became train
#3. By timetable schedule you could not leave Kewaunee
before 11:59 p.m. or arrive at Norwood before 1:25 a.m.
About the only way you could even be close to this schedule was if you went to work at Green Bay close to the 7:30
call time and handled only one boat around 9:30 p.m. I
don't ever remember doing that. The night Kewaunee job
almost always handled two boats and quite often three and
occasionally four boats. There were times there would be
two boats at the slips, one boat laying outside the harbor
entrance and a fourth boat way out on the horizon. On a
clear night you could see the lights of a boat out on the lake
a good hour before they arrived at Kewaunee. Sometimes
you would see two sets of lights, the AA to the northeast
and the C&O to the southeast both heading for Kewaunee.
Engineer Mike Schultz would say the "old Annie and the
C&O are having a good race tonight". The winner of the

race would get to dock at slip #1, the better of the two slips.
Usually the diesel-powered AA boats would win the race.
After getting any new orders or messages from the Kewaunee operator and having your train of 60-65 cars airtested, #3 would depart the ferry yard for Green Bay
around 8:30 to 9:00 a.m. If #4 got an early call at Green
Bay, there probably would be a meet between #3 and #4 at
Casco Junction or the Summit. If #3 had cars in their train
for Casco Junction or Luxemburg and did not have time to
set them out, they would bring them to Green Bay to go
back on #4 either that same day or the next day. The
freight consist of #3 was pretty much the same as # 1, just
more of it. If you had two AA boats you could have up to
12 tri-level or bi-level auto racks and 86' hy-cubes or a
mixture of all three. This greatly expanded the length of
your train.
When you arrived at Norwood, you would head up the
old wye toward 12th Ave. Usually the 6:30 yard job would
have all the switches lined up for you so you did not have
to stop. The head brakeman would drop off at 12th Ave.
The conductor would use the radio to stop the train when
the caboose cleared the east leg of the wye on the Howard
St. end. The rear brakeman would walk over to the east end
of the yard to watch the shoves when the rest of the train
was doubled in the yard. When the train stopped, the head
brakeman would make a cut usually leaving 18-20 cars on
the old wye. Hopefully there would be two more clear
tracks to double the rest of the train into the yard. The conductor would walk up from the caboose when the train was
yarded and the engines cut off, the engineer and conductor
would agree on a tie up time. The head brakeman would
take the engines down to the roundhouse and tie up. Sometimes #4 would be sitting on the new wye, ready to go on
#3’s arrival.
In 1968, the regular crew on train #2 and #3, the night
Kewaunee job was: conductor Noel "Bud" Olson, rear
brakeman Brian Ekberg, head brakeman John Switzer, fireman Jim Thornton and engineer Mike Schultz.

On the back cover is
such a nice photo
(supplied by Accurail,
as are the cars) of our
current special run car,
hopper #416.
On this page is a prototype photo of #416
with a few years of
service under its belt.
And extensions too.
Photo taken in Green
Bay but year is unknown.
Photo by John Hagen
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GOLDEN AGE LINE

GREEN BAY AND WESTERN
TRUSS ROD BOX CARS

CROSSVILLE, TN

HISTORY
The Ahnapee and Western was built beginning in 1892 from Casco
Junction to Sturgeon Bay. The Green Bay and Western took control in 1906
and merged it into the line. In 1947 trackage was sold to interests in Sturgeon Bay and a new Ahnapee & Western began operations. The KGB&W
was incorporated in 1890 to build eastward from Green Bay to the Lake
Michigan port of Kewaunee, in an attempt to gain a year-round steamship
connection. GB&W gained control of the KGB&W in1897 and fully merged
it in 1969.
Green Bay and Western had copies of the Chicago Burlington and
Quincy truss rod box cars built for its Kewaunee Green Bay and Western and
Ahnapee and Western subsidiaries. The KGB&W cars consisted of 100 even
numbered cars in the series 5000-5198, built by Haskell and Barker in January 1914. The A&W cars consisted of 50 even numbered cars in series 5200
-5298, also built by H&B in October 1915. This design may well have been
the strongest truss rod car ever built with eight truss rods stiffening the floor.
Both series had end doors that they retained throughout their lives. Both
were delivered with arch bar trucks.
Lettering
The cars were delivered with large roman lettering spelling out the name
of the road. The reporting marks were placed on the door, to the right of the
door and on the end. In the late 1920s the Green Bay Route herald was
added to the door. Lines were placed above and below the side reporting
marks. The A&W road name used a smaller AND between AHNAPEE and
WESTERN. The KGB&W added a railroad crossing sign to the door as a
grade crossing safety measure. In the early 1940s the lettering was switched
to condensed Gothic. The reporting marks deleted the ampersand resulting
in AW and KGB. Reporting marks were deleted from the door. Dimensional data was reduced in size and complexity.

Fate
The cars were rebuilt in the late 1920s with steel bands around the ends,
much like the majority of CB&Q cars. However, the Q cars had only a single bands where the Green Bay cars had two. The arch bar trucks were upgraded in the late 1930s with used Andrews side frames purchased from New
York Central. Murphy XL roofs replaced the wood roofs. Because the cars
had steel center sills they were not outlawed like wood-bodied truss rod cars.
The cars ran into the late 1930s when scrapping began. World War 2 rescued the remaining cars for the duration of the war but all were gone by
1948.
Road
Series
A&W
5200-5298
KGB&W 5000-5198

5/25 12/30 7/35 1/40 1/45 1/48
49
49 42
31 21
0
97
97 94 28 18
0

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Photos of the cars may be seen in Mailer, Stan; Green Bay & Western,
The First 111 Years, Hundman Publishing (1989). The freight car photos
were reproduced in the August through October 1991 issues of Mainline
Modeler. Thumbnail histories of the line were abstracted from Railroad
Histories, www.greenbayroute/railroads.htm
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Thanks to Al Hoffman and the NMRA library for supplying photos of
the cars.
PROCEDURE
Follow the 8900 series procedures for original cars with the following
exceptions:
Step 5. Modernized cars: before adding the lumber door
trim the end bands to fit and glue in place; see photo.
Trim the end door to butt against the band.
Step 37. Gothic lettering: the lines above and below the
reporting marks are placed on the side bands. The road
name decal for KGB must be split between KEWAUNEE
and GREEN so that they fit above and below the side
band.

All information and photos on this page
supplied by Westerfield Models.
http://www.westerfieldmodels.com
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COMPANY

STORE
The Green Bay &
Western Steam
Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos
from the Roy
Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas
E. Burg
Available through
your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price
($20 non-member) +
3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing
Associates, P.O. Box 51,
Merrill, WI 54452

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)

REFERENCE MATERIALS
DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

Mail your order to:
$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA

GBWHS, Inc. Introduces
H. Weldon McGee photo CD.
This CD contains photos from the camera and collection
of H. Weldon McGee.
That’s correct, you can now have your very own library of
photos such as were presented at the 4th Annual Dinner
held in Green Bay April 24th, 2010. And the good news;
while the slide show being presented at the dinner was
limited in length, the CD contains 90 photos and other
data from the Green Bay & Western in the 60’s!
These CD’s are now available for $30.00 plus $3.50 for
shipping. $5.00 of each CD sold is contributed to the
funding of the restoration and upkeep of the ROAMER.

Green Bay and Western Historical Society
P.O. Box 12713
Green Bay, WI, 54307-2713
Ship to:
Name ______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
City_______________________State_____ Zip __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy _________
Luxemburg
_________
Please reserve one hopper car @ $25.00
_________
or both @ $50.00
_________
plus total shipping
_________
minus my membership discounts
_________
Total
_________
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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT!

Artwork (above) and photo of actual model (below)
Courtesy of Accurail

The GBWHS introduced it’s second special run
car at the 2009 Titletown Train Show.
This is a 50 ton, 2 bay P-S hopper car from a
series (401—420) built in 1949. They were based
on a slightly modified 1935 AAR standard design. Originally painted red and lettered for the
KGB&W, they were repainted yellow and lettered for the GB&W beginning in 1967. This was
completed (as best as we can determine) sometime in 1970.
This is another fine, factory painted and lettered
Accurail model available in 2 numbers, 416 &
419, as shown. Anyone who purchases more
than two cars and would like additional numbers,
decals will be supplied at no additional charge.
Cost is $25.00 per car. Please add $5.00 for shipping per order.

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin corporation.
Our newsletter is in its third volume, we recently introduced our second special run model to the market, are
currently seeking a restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For further information use the addresses below or check the masthead on page 2.

Email:
Postal Mail:
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information@gbwhs.org
GBWHS, PO Box 12713, Green Bay, WI 54307-2713

